tRNA anticodon loop modifications ensure protein homeostasis and cell morphogenesis in yeast
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ABSTRACT

Using budding yeast, we investigated a negative interaction network among genes for tRNA modifications previously implicated in anticodon-codon interactions: 5-methoxy-carbonyl-methyl-2-thio-uridine (mcm5s2U34: ELP3, URM1), pseudouridine (ψ38/39: DEG1) and cyclic N6-threonyl-carbamoyl-adenosine (ct6A37: TCD1). In line with functional cross talk between these modifications, we find that combined removal of either ct6A37 or ψ38/39 and mcm5s2U34 or s2U34 results in morphologically altered cells with synthetic growth defects. Phenotypic suppression by tRNA overexpression suggests that these defects are caused by malfunction of tRNA\textsuperscript{Lys\textsubscript{UUU}} or tRNA\textsuperscript{Gln\textsubscript{UUG}}, respectively. Indeed, mRNA translation and synthesis of the Gln-rich prion Rnq1 are severely impaired in the absence of ψ38/39 and mcm5s2U34 or s2U34, and this defect can be rescued by overexpression of tRNA\textsuperscript{Gln\textsubscript{UUG}}. Surprisingly, we find that combined modification defects in the anticodon loops of different tRNAs induce similar cell polarity- and nuclear segregation defects that are accompanied by increased aggregation of cellular proteins. Since conditional expression of an artificial aggregation-prone protein triggered similar cytological aberrancies, protein aggregation is likely responsible for loss of morphogenesis and cytokinesis control in mutants with inappropriate tRNA anticodon loop modifications.

INTRODUCTION

tRNA molecules undergo post-transcriptional modifications many of which are conserved from yeast to man and thought to be important for structural integrity, stability, decoding efficiency and accuracy during mRNA translation. Eukaryotic tRNA modification enzymes have been extensively characterized in the model system Saccharomyces cerevisiae (1,2). Even though most modifications are dispensable for yeast growth, some are critical for proliferation or even essential for cell viability. One such modification is 5-methoxy-carbonyl-methyl-2-thio-uridine (mcm5s2U), which is found at uridines in the anticodon wobble position (U34) of tRNA\textsuperscript{Gln\textsubscript{UUG}}, tRNA\textsuperscript{ψ38\textsubscript{UUU}} and tRNA\textsuperscript{Glu\textsubscript{UUC}} (3,4). These tRNAs decode the A-ending codons for the respective amino acids, whereas the G-ending codons for the same amino acids are read by isoacceptor tRNAs with a C in the anticodon wobble position. Functionally, the mcm5s2U modification appears to improve decoding of the A-ending codons for Glu (GAA), Gln (CAA) and Lys (AAA) (4,5).

mcm5s2U formation involves two genetically separable pathways: the Elongator pathway, which introduces the mcm5 or the related 5-carbamoylmethyl (ncm5) side chain at C5 of the uracil base (U34), and the Urm1 pathway, which mediates thiolation at C2 (6–8). Elongator is an evolutionarily conserved complex that interacts with additional regulatory proteins and the Urm1 pathway utilizes an ancient ubiquitin-like protein modifier (Urm1) for sulfur transfer from cysteine to the C2 position of U34 (8–17). Simultaneous loss of both U34 modification pathways in yeast results in growth delay, reduced protein levels, increased protein aggregation due to translational slow down or even inviability depending on strain backgrounds (18–22). While phenotypically milder, the removal of either U34 modification pathway (Elongator or Urm1) alone already causes a wide range of detectable phenotypes, including drug and various stress sensitivities and cell cycle delay (19–21). Also, nutrient sensitive regulatory circuits such as target of rapamycin (TOR) or general amino acid control (GAAC) signaling pathways become deregulated in response to mcm5s2U modification defects (22–24). It has been proposed that several of these pleiotropic phenotypes occur because of translational defects of mRNA transcripts enriched in A-ending codons (CAA, AAA, GAA, see above) that are efficiently read by...
mcm5's2'U modified anticodons of the respective tRNAs (i.e. tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG}, tRNA\textsubscript{Lys\_UUU} and tRNA\textsubscript{Glu\_UUC}) (5,21,25). Loss of the mcm5's2'U modification not only impairs translation of mRNAs enriched in CAU and AAU codons but also induced a global protein aggregation phenomenon causing a reduced ability of cells to respond to proteotoxic stress (22).

Among other tRNA modifications important for normal growth in the yeast model are N6-threonyl-carbamoyl-adenosine at position 37 (t\textsuperscript{A}37) and pseudouridine at positions 38 and 39 (Ψ38/39). The latter is formed by pseudouridine synthase Deg1 (depressed growth), and genetic analyses suggest that the growth defects typical of deg1 mutants are mainly caused by a reduced function of tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG} (26,27). t\textsuperscript{A} is conserved in all three domains of life, and its absence generally causes slow growth or lethal phenotypes (28–32). It is present in tRNAs that decode ANN codons including the initiator tRNAMet and is required for reading frame maintenance and prevention of translational initiation downstream of start AUG codons (33,34). It was shown that t\textsuperscript{A} in yeast and bacteria is a hydrolysis product of a dehydrated t\textsuperscript{A} derivative, termed cyclic N6-threonyl-carbamoyl-adenosine (ct\textsuperscript{A}) which is converted to t\textsuperscript{A} during tRNA sample preparation, indicating that ct\textsuperscript{A} is the naturally occurring configuration of the tRNA modification in some organisms and likely to promote its decoding efficiency (35).

Here, we examined, based on synthetic genetic array (SGA) data from yeast, negative interactions among genes required for modification of U34 (ELP3, URM1/URA4) (36) and other anticodon loop positions, Ψ38/39 (DEG1) and ct\textsuperscript{A}37 (TCD1/TCD2). Remarkably, synthetic phenotypes and translational defects that result from combined loss of these tRNA modifications can be suppressed by overexpression of specific tRNAs suggesting the growth defects are caused by dysfunctional tRNA species that carry the modification defects in question. Surprisingly, we observe in these tRNA modification mutants a common major interference with cytoskeleton integrity and cytokinesis as well as nuclear segregation and cell polarity defects. Intriguingly, these morphological aberrations are associated with increased aggregation of cellular proteins, and we demonstrate that conditional expression of a single aggregation-prone protein in wild type cells can induce a similar change in morphology. Thus, malfunction of distinct tRNAs due to inappropriate modifications in their anticodon stem loop evokes shared morphological phenotypes that are ascribable to defects in translation and improper protein synthesis, folding and solubility.

Plasmid construction and shuffling
To facilitate deletion of DEG1 in urmlΔ::KanMX4 or elp3Δ::KanMX4 strains, these were first transformed with pFF8 (ELP3; (19)) or pH-A-URM1 (URM1; (39)). Subsequently, DEG1 was deleted by using a PCR generated deletion cassette (deg1Δ::SpHIS5) and URA3 plasmids pFF8 or pH-A-URM1 eliminated by growth on minimal media containing uracil and 5-fluoro-orotate (1 ml/ml). Over-expression of tRNA species involved YEpLac195(URA3)-, YEpLac181(LEU2)-, or pRS423(HIS3)-based plasmids YEpQ (tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG}, pQ), pSZ16 (tRNA\textsubscript{Glu\_UUC}, pE), pDJ82 (tRNA\textsubscript{Lys\_UUU}, pK) and pQKE (tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG}, tRNA\textsubscript{Glu\_UUC} and tRNA\textsubscript{Lys\_UUU}) (19,40,41). The insert from YEpLac195-based YEpQ containing the tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG} gene was subcloned into pRS425 using SalI and EcoRI, generating pRK55. Multi copy expression of tRNA\textsubscript{Gln\_UUG} (CDC65/SUP70) employed plasmid pSUP70-2μ (42).

Protein isolation and western blotting
Protein extracts were obtained from cells grown to OD\textsubscript{600 nm} = 1 by disruption with glass beads (45) and quantified using Bradford assay (46). Equal amounts of total protein from different strains were used for loading of gels. Transfer and detection was done as described previously (20) and involved anti-GFP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA) and anti-Cdc19 antibodies (kindly provided by Dr J. Thorner).

mRNA quantification using qPCR
Cultures were grown to OD\textsubscript{600 nm} = 1 and total RNA was isolated from cells using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher, Germany). Four hundred nanogram of RNA was subjected to reverse transcription and labeling using the SensiFAST SYBR® No-ROX Kit (Bioline, Germany) and Mastercycler ep realplex (Eppendorf, Germany). Quantification of relative RNQ1 mRNA levels in different strains was done according to (47) and involved normalization to ACT1 mRNA levels and oligonucleotides listed in Supplementary Table S2.

Isolation of protein aggregates
Aggregated proteins were isolated from 50 ml YPD cultures grown to OD\textsubscript{600 nm} = 1 essentially as described (22,48). After breaking cells by sonication, protein content of cleared supernatants was determined using Bradford assay and for each strain, 4 mg total protein were subjected to centrifugation and washing (48). The entire aggregate pellet obtained was boiled in SDS sample buffer and separated on NuPAGE Bis–Tris 4–12% gradient gels. Equal amounts of total extracts (25 μg) were separated on identical gels for comparison.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and general methods
Strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1. Standard methods were used for yeast growth and maintenance (37). Genomic deletions were generated by PCR (38) and oligonucleotides targeting ELP3, URM1 or DEG1 (Supplementary Table S2). Replacements were verified by PCR using fw/rv primers located outside of the target genes (Supplementary Table S2).
Staining of dead cells and nuclei

For detection of dead cells, cultures were mixed with an equal volume of 0.01% methylene blue, 2% sodium-citrate dihydrate and analysed in bright field and phase contrast microscopy. For visualization of nuclei, cells were fixed in 70% ethanol and stained with 1 μg ml⁻¹ 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) prior to observation in phase contrast and fluorescence optics using an Olympus BX53 microscope.

Actin patch and cable formation

Cells were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 1 h, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), resuspended in PBS containing 1 μg ml⁻¹ calcofluor white and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in the dark. Subsequently, cells were washed once with PBS and then resuspended in PBS containing 14 μM rhodamine-conjugated phalloidine. Cells were analysed in phase contrast as well as in the fluorescence mode using rhodamine and DAPI fluorescence filters.

Bud scar staining

Cells were washed once with PBS, resuspended in PBS containing 0.1 mg ml⁻¹ DAPI and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently, cells were washed twice with PBS and wet mounts analysed using phase contrast and the DAPI fluorescence filter.

Budding pattern of isolated cells

Unbudded phenotypically normal cells were micromanipulated to defined positions on an agar plate, allowed to form two to three daughter cells and positions of daughter and daughter’s daughter cells determined by microscopic observation at hourly intervals using the Singer MSM400 dissection microscope in the replicative ageing mode. If second daughter cells appeared distal to or clearly separated from the first daughter or if the first daughter’s daughter was formed opposite to the birth site, these were recorded as non-axial budding events.

Time lapse bud site selection

Liquid YPD agar was applied to a single well containing microscope slide and covered with a flat slide until the agar was cooled. The covering slide was removed, leaving the well filled with a thin YPD pad. 2.5 μl of log phase YPD culture were added, sealed with a coverslip and imaged at 30–60 min time intervals.

Cluster formation during replicative ageing

Single phenotypically normal and unbudded cells were micromanipulated to defined positions on a YPD agar plate using the Singer MSM400 micromanipulator in the replicative ageing mode. Cells were analysed in hourly intervals and after completion of the first budding event the mother cell was discarded from each position, generating the starting assembly of virgin mother cells (n = 32 to 45). After each cell cycle, daughter cells were removed by micromanipulation and counted until either cell division ceased or elongated daughter cells were formed that were non-separable from mother cells and started budding in a polar mode. The fraction of viable cells for each generation number was calculated by dividing the number of cells still forming daughters by the starting number of virgin mother cells that did form a first bud. The fraction of clustered cells for each generation number was calculated by dividing the number of cells that formed an elongated non-separable bud by starting number of virgin mother cells that did form a first bud.

RESULTS

Synthetic interactions between deletions of genes for mcm₅/s₄-U₃₄ formation and other tRNA anticodon loop modifications

SGA data (36) revealed DEG1, YHR003 (TCD1) and YKL027W (TCD2) as genes maintaining negative genetic interactions with almost all of the genes required for either m/n/cm₃-U₃₄ or s₂-U₃₄ formation (Figure 1A). TCD1 and TCD2 are both required for formation of c₄-A (35) at tRNA position 37 and DEG1 is responsible for generation of pseudouridine (Ψ) at positions 38 and 39 (26,49). To verify and further characterize the impact of simultaneous absence of such modifications, we generated tcd1 urm1 and tcd1 elp3 double mutants and analysed their growth in response to elevated cultivation temperatures. In either case, the combination of both modification defects was found to enhance the fitness defect, confirming the negative genetic interactions revealed by SGA (Figure 1B).

Double mutants elp3 deg1 or urm1 deg1 were generated by plasmid shuffle. Uncovering the double deletions elp3 deg1 and urm1 deg1 by removal of the plasmid with wild type ELP3 or URM1 genes revealed a major growth defect in both cases (Figure 1C). When urm1 deg1 and elp3 deg1 colonies were phenotypically analysed, a strong temperature sensitive (TS) phenotype exceeding the one of the elp3 urm1 double mutant in strength was observed. As with elp3 urm1 cells, urm1 deg1 and elp3 deg1 double mutants also display a growth defect at 30°C, which is most pronounced in the latter strain (Figure 1D). Comparison of elp3 urm1 (n/m/cm³/s²-U₃₄ negative), urm1 deg1 (s²-U₃₄ and Ψ₃₈/39 negative) and elp3 deg1 (n/m/cm³-U₃₄ and Ψ₃₈/39 negative) phenotypes indicates a gradual increase in growth defects and stress sensitivity in this order (Figure 1D). While this work was in progress, another study reported negative genetic interactions between KTI12 (required for n/m/cm³ formation) or UBA4 and DEG1 (27), supporting our conclusion that simultaneous removal of either m/n/cm³-U₃₄ or s₂-U₃₄ together with Ψ₃₈/39 affects cell proliferation.

Identification of affected tRNAs by TS suppressor analysis

The synthetic phenotypes of the above tRNA modification mutants resemble traits of previously studied elp3 urm1 and elp3 uba4 strains (19); in the latter case, phenotypes were shown to be partly suppressible by overexpression of tRNA₅₃-UUU and more efficiently by combined overexpression of tRNA₅₃-UUU, tRNA₈₃-UUC and tRNA₈₃-UUG, which are the three tRNA species normally carrying the
Figure 1. Negative genetic interactions between tRNA modification genes. (A) Synthetic genetic array-derived interaction network of genes required for s^2U, mcm^5U, ^ψ^38/39, and ct^6A. The network diagram was constructed with GeneMANIA (genemania.com) and is based on the negative interaction dataset from Costanzo et al. (36). (B) Wild type (WT) and tRNA modification mutants were serially diluted and replica spotted on YPD plates and incubated at 30 or 39°C for 40 h. (C) Plasmid shuffle results. Indicated strains were streaked on -URA or FOA, resulting in loss of plasmids carrying ELP3 or URM1 wild type genes. Missing tRNA modifications are indicated to the right. (D) Wild type (WT) and tRNA modification mutants as indicated were serially diluted and replica spotted on YPD plates and incubated at 30, 37 or 39°C for 40h.

mcm^5s^2U34 modification (19). Thus, absence of U34 modification was concluded to induce a functional defect in these three tRNAs, which can be compensated by overproducing them. We reasoned that in case the synthetic phenotypes of double mutants involving deg1 or tcd1 are similarly caused by reduced functionality of individual tRNA species, these should be identifiable on the basis of their capacity to suppress the mutant growth defects when overexpressed. To select tRNAs for this approach, we grouped all tRNAs carrying uridine at positions 38 or 39 (which is modified to ^ψ in all sequenced yeast tRNAs) as a prerequisite for pseudouridylation at these sites and all tRNAs either known to carry t^6A or carrying U36-A37 (which is modified to ct^6A/t^6A37 in all sequenced yeast tRNAs) as a prerequisite for ct^6A formation. These two groups were overlapped with the known set of tRNAs carrying either m/n/cm^5U34 (11 species) or s^2U34 (3 species) (4). While based on these criteria, there are 23 Deg1 targets and 11 Tcd1 targets, tRNA^Lys^UUU is the only tRNA in yeast that fulfills the sequence requirements to carry mcm^5s^2U34 and ct^6A37 (Figure 2A) and tRNA^Gln^UUG is the only tRNA that can carry mcm^5s^2U34 and ^ψ38 (Figure 3A). No tRNA meets the sequence requirements to carry all three modifications or the combination of mcm^5s^2U34 and ^ψ39. Thus, tRNA^Lys^UUU and tRNA^Gln^UUG were analysed for their potential to suppress the above phenotypes of urml tcd1 and elp3 tcd1 (tRNA^Lys^UUU, Figure 2B,C) or urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 mutants (tRNA^Gln^UUG, Figure 3B,C). Indeed, higher-than-normal levels of tRNA^Lys^UUU suppressed the TS phenotype of urml tcd1 and elp3 tcd1 and the combined overexpression of tRNA^Lys^UUU together with tRNA^Gln^UUG and tRNA^Glu^UUC was no more effective than overexpression of tRNA^Lys^UUU alone (Figure 2B,C). Likewise, overexpression of tRNA^Gln^UUG effectively rescued the growth defect and TS phenotype of the urml deg1 mutant and again, combined overexpression of tRNA^Gln^UUG together with tRNA^Glu^UUC and tRNA^Lys^UUU was no more effective than tRNA^Gln^UUG overexpression alone (Figure 3B). For elp3 deg1, which shows the strongest growth defect, we tested the effect of overexpression of tRNA^Gln^UUG alone or in combination during generation of the double mutant via plasmid shuffle. Upon chase out of the ELP3-URA3 plasmid from the elp3 deg1 double mutant, colony formation was significantly improved by the presence of either tRNA^Gln^UUG overexpression (pQ) or the combined overexpression (pQKE) construct (Figure 3C). However, when elp3 deg1 pQ colonies are compared to the empty vector control in drop dilution assays, we detected only a modest improvement of growth (Figure 3D), suggesting that in such background, tRNA^Gln^UUG is less efficient in phenotypic suppression compared to the urml deg1 background (Figure 3B).
Figure 2. Phenotypic rescue of tcd1 urml1 and tcd1 elp3 double mutants by tRNA overexpression. (A) Venn diagram indicating the number and identity of tRNAs potentially subject to Elongator, s²U and Tcd1/2 dependent tRNA modification. The set of Elongator and s²U dependent tRNAs is according to Johansson et al. (4) and the set of Tcd1/2 dependent tRNAs based on the sequence U36-A37, which is always modified to t6A37 (modomic.genesilico.pl). Note that ct6A is the natural configuration of t6A in yeast (35). (B and C) Wild type (WT) and tRNA modification mutants carrying no vector (−), empty vector (vector) or tRNA overexpression plasmids for tRNALysUUU alone or in combination with tRNAGluUUC and tRNAGlnUUG were serially diluted and replica spotted on YPD plates and incubated at 30, 37 or 39°C for 24 h, photographed, incubated for additional 16 h (40 h total) and photographed again.

Translational defect caused by tRNA^Gln_UUG in combined absence of mcm^5/s²U and Psi_38/39

To analyse a potential translational defect of tRNA in the combined absence of modifications, we investigated expression of the N- and Q-rich prion Rnq1 (50) in various tRNA modification mutants. Rnq1 is among the most Q-rich proteins in yeast (19% Gln, 77 of 405 aa, the eighth rank in terms of relative Gln abundance) and the RNQ1 gene displays a mixed CAA/CAG (Gln) codon usage of 53/24 (yeastmine and SGD data). In contrast, Rnq1 contains only seven Lys codons (1.7%, the 5855th rank in terms of relative Lys abundance) and displays at the gene level an AAA/AAG (Lys) codon usage ratio of 3/4. Hence, translation of RNQ1 mRNA should be sensitive to functional disturbance of tRNA^Gln_UUG rather not tRNA^Lys_UUU. To test this, we expressed a GFP tagged variant of Rnq1 in wild type, single and double tRNA modification mutants and analysed protein levels of Rnq1-GFP as well as Cdc19 as a control by Western blotting. Other than Rnq1, Cdc19 is not enriched in Gln codons (2% Gln, 10 of 501 aa, 5421th rank in terms of Gln abundance). We observed a clear downregulation of Rnq1-GFP protein levels in deg1 and a much stronger effect in urml1 deg1 and elp3 deg1 double
Figure 3. Phenotypic rescue of deg1 urml and deg1 elp3 double mutants by tRNA overexpression. (A) Venn diagram indicating the number and identity of tRNAs potentially subject to Elongator, s^2U and Deg1 dependent tRNA modification. The set of Elongator and s^2U dependent tRNAs (4) and the set of potentially Deg1 dependent tRNAs is derived from tRNA species carrying a uridine in position 38 or 39, which are modified in all sequenced tRNAs to \(^{\text{H}}\) (modomics.genesilico.pl). (B) Wild type (WT) and tRNA modification mutants carrying no vector (–), empty vector pRS425 (vector) or tRNA overexpression plasmids for tRNA^GlnUUG alone (pQ) or in combination with tRNA^GluUUC and tRNA^LysUUU (pQKE) were serially diluted and replica spotted on YPD plates, which were incubated at 30, 37 or 39 °C for 30 h, photographed, incubated for an additional 16 h (46 h total) and photographed again. (C) Plasmid shuffle result. Indicated strains carrying a plasmid borne wild type copy of ELP3 were streaked on –URA or FOA. (D) Wild type and elp3 deg1 mutants carrying no plasmid (–) or the overexpression plasmid for tRNA^GlnUUG were serially diluted and replica spotted on YPD plates, which were incubated at 30°C or 37°C for 44 h, photographed, incubated for an additional 16 h (60 h total) and photographed again.
mutants (Figure 4A). At the same time, no fluctuation of Cdc19 levels was observable. Combinations of urml1 tcdl or elp3 tcdl, which target tRNA^{Lys}_{UUU} function instead of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} (Figure 2), did not change expression levels of Rnq1-GFP compared to wild type (Figure 4A). To check whether downregulation of Rnq1 protein levels in tRNA modification mutants is due to inefficient translation or due to transcriptional repression, we quantified 
\[ \text{Rnq1} \text{mRNA levels by qPCR}. \]

We observed only a moderate (~25%) downregulation of transcription (Figure 4B) that is insufficient to explain the severe, near complete elimination of Rnq1 protein production in urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 (Figure 4A). Thus, a significant translational inefficiency of the Rnq1 mRNA exists in cells deficient in s^3U or s^3U. To explore whether tRNA overexpression, which was shown to suppress growth defects in these mutants (Figure 3) also rescues this translational defect, we analysed Rnq1 protein levels in urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 cells carrying overexpression constructs for tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG}, tRNA^{Gln}_{CUG} or empty vector controls. As shown in Figure 4C, the severe reduction of Rnq1 signals in urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 is efficiently rescued by tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} but not by tRNA^{Gln}_{CUG} overexpression. Thus, urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 mutations induce a translational defect of the Rnq1 mRNA which can be attributed to reduced function of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} and consequently to inappropriate decoding of CAA codons.

**Synthetic cellular phenotypes of mutants with combined tRNA modification defects**

We have previously shown that complete loss of mcm^5 s^2U34 results in the formation of abnormally elongated, multibudded and lysed cells (19). Inspection of the double mutants generated in this study revealed that combinations of tcdl or deg1 with either elp3 or urml mutations result in similar phenotypic abnormalities and spontaneous cell lysis (Figure 5A–C). In all cases, phenotypically normal cells exist together with the abnormal (elongated, multibudded and lysed) cell types, which can represent a fraction of 11–25% of the culture (Supplementary Table S3). None of the single mutants or the wild type displays these phenotypic abnormalities. The tcdl mutant was found to form slightly bulky, but not largely elongated or lysed cells (Figure 5A). The degree of change from normal to abnormal cell types and morphology was found to be most severe in the tcdl elp3 and deg1 elp3 double mutants, which both tend to form clustered aggregates containing several cells that apparently failed to separate, indicative of a cytokinesis defect (Figure 5A). DAPI staining of nuclear DNA revealed multiple nuclei in many of the phenotypically abnormal cell types, consistent with a severe post-mitotic nuclear segregation defect (Figure 5B). To check whether morphological alterations and cytokinesis defects are suppressible by tRNA overexpression, we quantified numbers of cells displaying elongated morphology or cell lysis in tRNA modification mutants carrying tRNA overexpression constructs or empty vector controls. We analysed elp3 deg1 and urml deg1 mutants with overexpression of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} and elp3 tcdl mutants with overexpression of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} grown at standard (30°C) or elevated (37–39°C) temperature. We found that both formation of abnormal cell types and lysis is largely suppressible by tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} in elp3 tcdl and by tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} in urml deg1 and elp3 deg1 (Supplementary Table S3). In addition, elevated temperature increased the frequency of morphological defects in urml deg1 and cell lysis in the latter and elp3 tcdl mutants. Both effects are clearly suppressible by tRNA overexpression (Supplementary Table S3), however, they are less effectively suppressed in elp3 deg1 compared to urml deg1 (Supplementary Table S3).

Since double mutant cultures analysed in this study always contain a mixture of phenotypically normal and highly aberrant cell types, (11–25% at 30°C, Supplementary Table S3), we investigated for one strain (elp3 deg1) in detail at which point during the life span of individual cells morphological alteration occurs. We analysed a set of 32 or 45 virgin mother cells of the wild type and elp3 deg1, respectively, and followed their replicative lifespan by mi-
Figure 5. Cytological phenotype of tRNA modification mutants. (A) Wild type (WT) and indicated tRNA modification mutants were analysed by phase contrast microscopy. (B) Nuclear staining (DAPI) of deg1 elp3 and tcd1 elp3 double mutants. (C) Methylene-blue staining of deg1 elp3 and tcd1 elp3 double mutants.

crodissection and counting all daughter cells from each of the virgin mothers until either senescence or cluster formation occurred. The wild type displayed an average lifespan of 21.3 generations and only one of the mother cells (3.2%) formed a non-separable cluster after 24 normal cell divisions (Supplementary Figure S1). For elp3 deg1, we found that 39 (86.6%) mother cells formed a cluster after varying numbers (1–7) of normal cell divisions (Supplementary Figure S1). The remaining six cells that did not form a cluster ceased growth after only 1–8 generations. Due to the non-separable nature of clusters and continuous growth of daughter cells, it is not possible to follow replicative lifespan of the initially observed mother cells once the transition into a cluster occurred. However, the majority of elp3 deg1 cells (> 50%) formed a cluster after 8 or less generations. Thus, loss of different tRNA modifications results in a common phenotype including slow growth, thermosensitivity and cytokinesis defects, the latter becoming acute after varying numbers of normal cytokinesis events.

Actin patch and cable formation in mutants with combined tRNA modification defects

Since the polarization of actin cytoskeleton is crucial in the processes of budding and cytokinesis (51,52), the observed abnormal cell morphologies suggested the possibility of actin cytoskeleton defects due to inappropriate tRNA modifications. To test this option, we analysed actin polarization and cable formation in the various tRNA modification mutants (Figure 6). In wild type cells, we observed normally polarized cell types, where actin patches accumulate in small buds of single nucleus containing cells and detected actin cable structures that run mostly parallel to the mother bud axis (Figure 6A, Supplementary Figure S2). In elp3 deg1 double mutants, abnormal cell types are characterized by a massive breakdown of actin cables and by multiple sites of actin aggregation or extensive patch formation in the absence of polarization (Figure 6B and C, Supplementary Figure S2). Very similar effects on actin cable formation and aggregation were observed in the tcd1 elp3 mutant as well (Supplementary Figure S2), identifying common aberrances in the actin cytoskeleton of mutants with...
defects in different tRNA anticodon stem loop modifications.

**Bud site selection is abnormal in mutants with combined tRNA modification defects**

The abnormal mutant cell types are characterized by elongated or deformed buds that appear on both cell poles or at random positions (Figure 5, Supplementary Figure S2), suggesting that the regular axial bud site selection pattern of haploid yeast cells (51,52) becomes disturbed in the combined absence of m/ncm3U34 and ct4A37 or 38/39 modifications. To verify this and to investigate whether the defect also applies to morphologically normal cell types in these genetic backgrounds, we analysed bud scar positioning. In haploid control cells, we observe the expected arrangement of bud scars in chains on the cell surface (axial budding pattern) (52). In isogenic diploid control cells, bud scars are located on both cell poles, but not randomly distributed over the surface (52) (Supplementary Figure S3A). In both elp3 tcd1 and elp3 degl mutants, however, pheno-typically normal cells often display a mixed-up bud site selection pattern, where some scars are arranged in chains and others appear randomly on the cell surface or on both the cell poles (Supplementary Figure S3B). To quantify these effects, unbudded cells (>200) were isolated by micromanipulation and bud positioning during the first 3 generations was observed microscopically for each cell. While all wild type cells displayed axial budding, 9.4 and 24.5% of tcd1 elp3 and deg1 elp3 cells displayed non-axial bud positioning (Supplementary Table S4). Abnormal cell types are also characterized by a random bud scar appearance and in addition display strong, partly delocalized chitin deposition at sites where septum formation would be expected (at the junction between mother and bud that failed to complete cytokinesis) (Supplementary Figure S3C). Using time lapse microscopy, we find that both elp3 tcd1 and elp3 deg1 cells display a mixture of polar and normal, axial bud site selection (Supplementary Figures S3D and S4). In particular, elongated cell types that had undergone polar budding typically switch back to axial budding for the next division cycles (Supplementary Figure S4), discriminating the observed mutant phenotype from the filamentous growth mode, which is characterized by unipolar budding (53). It should be noted, however, that tRNA modification defects induced by Elongator mutations can modulate (suppress) filamentous growth and pseudouridylation of small nuclear RNA U6 by Pus1 is induced during induction of filamentous growth (54,55). In this study, we analysed mutant phenotypes in the non-filamentous strain BY4741 and observe

![Figure 6. Actin cytoskeleton defects. Exponentially growing wild type (WT) (A) or deg1 elp3 double mutant cells (B and C) were fixed and actin was visualized using rhodamine-conjugated phalloidine. Simultaneously, positions and numbers of nuclei were detected using DAPI.](image-url)
Implication of protein aggregates in phenotypes of tRNA modification mutants

The complete absence of mcm5s2U and loss of ct6A were recently shown to induce a widespread protein aggregation phenomenon in yeast that associates with ribosomal slow down and stalling due to inefficient codon recognition (22,32). Since elongated and lysed cells were found to be induced in elp3 uba4, a mutant also lacking mcm5s2U (19), we analysed whether shared phenotypes of tRNA modification mutants could possibly be attributed to the formation of protein aggregates. We found the single mutations in ELP3, TCD1 and DEG1 induced a moderate increase in protein aggregates compared to the wild type. Combinations of modification defects in elp3 degl and elp3 tdcl however, strongly increased the amount of detectable protein aggregates compared to either single mutant (Figure 7A) alone. Thus, the negative synthetic interactions between tRNA modification gene deletions analysed in this study go hand-in-hand with strongly increased formation of protein aggregates.

To test whether induction of cellular protein aggregation by other means is capable of inducing cytokinesis defects similar to the ones observed in tRNA modification mutants, we utilized the well characterized yeast huntingtin model system (44) to artificially express an aggregation-prone protein. Two different constructs allowing the conditional expression of a huntingtin-RFP fusion with either 25× (Htt25Q, non-aggregating) or 103× (Htt103Q, aggregating) Gln repeats (44) were introduced into wild type and degl mutants and subjected to prolonged (4 days) induction on solid galactose medium. Cells were recovered from the plates and analysed for cytokinesis defects and RFP signal distribution. Expression (RFP signal) was detectable in all strains and displayed uniform distribution in the cytoplasm for the Htt25Q variant in both wild type and degl mutants. All cells showed normal unbudded or single budded ellipsoid morphology (Figure 7B, Supplementary Figure S5A). With the construct inducing Htt103Q, RFP expression was observed in both strains and signal distribution was grainy, consistent with the established tendency of Htt103Q-RFP to form aggregates. Strikingly, however, strongly elongated and clustered cell types were observable for both wild type and degl mutant cells (Figure 7B, Supplementary Figure S5). In the latter, elongated morphology is further enhanced compared to the wild type (Supplementary Figure S5A) with some buds being ~10 times as long as the mother cell. DAPI staining revealed the occurrence of multiple nuclei (Supplementary Figure S5B), indicating a nuclear segregation defect induced by Htt103Q-RFP in wild type and degl cells that goes along with clustered and strongly elongated morphology. This situation is highly reminiscent of the pleiotropic defects observed with our tRNA anticodon modification mutants (Figures 1, 5 and 6) strongly suggesting that protein aggregation (due to defects in protein folding and/or solubility) may be the common denominator for aberrant cell morphology, polarity and cytokinesis defects.

DISCUSSION

Since mcm5s2U is a composite modification generated by two distinct pathways that independently introduce mcm5 and s2 at the same U34 base, and loss of both induces a synthetic growth defect, they both apparently cooperate in tRNA functioning (18,19). A similar negative interaction between genes for synthesis of mcm5s2U (elp3; kti12; uba4 urml1) and ψ (degl1) was observed (8,27,36), indicating that mcm5/s2 parts of the wobble base modification may also cooperate with ψ in position 38 or 39 in proper tRNA functioning. Consistently, we identified synthetic sick interactions in elp3/deg1 and urml1/deg1 combinations, suggesting that any mutation affecting either mcm5U or s2U synthesis is deleterious in tandem with loss of ψ38/39. Since in yeast, tRNA^Gln^UUG is the only species that carries mcm5s2U34 together with ψ38, its overexpression is able to partly rescue the growth defects triggered in the double mutants (Figure 3). In comparison, however, overexpression of tRNA^Gln^UUG is much more efficient in the rescue of urml1 degl1 compared to elp3 degl1 (Figure 3). Whereas in the former case tRNA^Gln^UUG is the only tRNA predicted to be affected by both modification defects, additional tRNA targets can be anticipated for the elp3 degl1 mutant background, since Elongator is instrumental in the U34 modification of a total of 11 tRNA species, six of which (tRNA^Gln^UUG, tRNA^Leu^UAA, tRNA^Ser^UGA, tRNA^Pro^UGG, tRNA^Asp^UCU and tRNA^Thr^UGU) are verified or potential substrates for ψ synthase Degl1 (4), (modomics.genesilico.pl; Figure 3). Indeed, overexpression of one of them (tRNA^Pro^UGG) was shown to increase the thermo-resistance of a degl1 kti12 mutant already overexpressing tRNA^Gln^UUG (27). However, rescue was still far from wild type growth levels, suggesting that tRNA species other than tRNA^Gln^UUG and tRNA^Pro^UGG do suffer from the joint absence of mcm5/s2U34 and ψ38/39.

SGA network analysis further revealed that deletions of TCD1 and TCD2 genes, which are required for conversion of e^6A to c^6A (35), negatively interact with most of the mcm5/s2U genes. We confirmed this SGA result and showed that tdcl urml1 and tdcl elp3 synthetic phenotypes could be suppressed by overexpression of tRNA^Lys^UUU, which represents the only tRNA species in yeast that carries mcm5s2U34 and c^6A37modifications (4) (modomics.genesilico.pl). Thus, this result and previous suppression of elp3 urml1 and elp3 uba4 phenotypes by joint overexpression of tRNA^Gln^UUG, tRNA^Gln^UUG and tRNA^Lys^UUU (19) suggest that combined loss of distinct anticodon loop modifications causes functional defects in the very tRNAs that normally carry both the modifications and that higher-than-normal levels of the affected tRNA can routinely suppress the malfunction. Interestingly, a synthetic growth defect was also observed in E. coli mutants lacking c^6A and s2U34 (35) suggesting functional cooperation between c^6A and the modified wobble uridine is conserved between bacteria and yeast, a notion that further adds up to the sig-
Figure 7. Protein aggregation in tRNA modification mutants and severe cytokinesis defects in cells with conditional expression of an aggregating protein. (A) Total protein or aggregates were isolated from wild type (WT) and indicated tRNA modification mutants as described in the methods section and analysed by PAGE and Coomassie staining. Identical amounts of total extract were subjected to isolation and the entire aggregate pellet was loaded. (B) Two constructs were used to express either the non-aggregating Htt25Q-RFP or the aggregating Htt103Q-RFP in wild type (WT) or deg1 single mutants. Morphology changes and expression of RFP fusion proteins were detected by phase contrast or fluorescence microscopy, respectively.

We assume that combined tRNA modification defects analysed in here impose a defect on individual tRNA species that result in a disturbance of decoding and translational elongation. In support of this option, loss of ncm5/mcm5U and/or s^2^U modifications has already been implicated in reduced ribosomal A-site binding due to weakened anticodon codon interactions and shown to induce ribosome pausing at CAA and AAA codons (5,22) and subsequent ribosomal frameshifting due to an A-site effect (56). Here, we have demonstrated a strong translational defect of mRNA coding for the Q/N rich prion Rnq1 specifically when mcm5U or s^2^U is missing in tandem with ψ38/39. The latter is due to a malfunction of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG}, since overexpression of this tRNA (but not the tRNA^{Gln}_{CUG} isoacceptor) not only rescues growth and morphological phenotypes but also re-establishes translational efficiency (Figure 4C). This result indicates a cross talk between the mcm5/s^2^U and ψ38 modifications that is critical for tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG} decoding and translational efficiency. Presumably, independently of each other, ψ38 and mcm5/s^2^U may promote related functions of tRNA^{Gln}_{UUG}, such as mediating efficient ribosomal A-site entry or A-site binding. Hence, a scenario, where loss of either modification results in a rather mild disturbance of A-site binding but combined loss leading to a severe defect in the same
essential process seems plausible and is consistent with the observed genetic interactions between elp3/urnl and degl.

Since we have previously shown that loss of mcm3 s2-U triggers formation of cells with elongated or multiple buds (19), we examined how synthetic combinations of tRNA modification gene deletions relate to bud site selection, cell morphology and cytokinesis. We find that all of them share highly aberrant cell types, carrying elongated multiple buds appearing on various cell poles. Apparently, haploid specific axial bud site selection is disturbed in the different tRNA modification mutants, but in all cases analysed, cells display a mixture of polar and random or axial budding. Since aberrant cells exhibit clear signs of actin cytoskeleton defects (Figure 6) and because the dynamic remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton is fundamental for the establishment of cell polarity and cytokinesis (52), morphological defects of tRNA modification mutants might be caused in part by actin cytoskeleton breakdown. The latter could also be involved in the observed nuclear segregation defects, since actin cables are important for capture of cytoplasmic microtubules and Myo2 dependent transport of the nucleus to the bud neck before cytokinesis (57). As the modification defects apparently affect distinct tRNA species reading different codons (see above), the observed common phenotypes are unlikely caused by inefficient translation of mRNAs enriched for particular codons. Interestingly, a recent study identifying widespread protein aggregation in a strain lacking mcm3 s2-U (22) shows that among the detected 610 proteins forming aggregates, 41 are associated with the gene ontology (GO) term cytoskeleton organization. These include several CCT genes, which encode subunits of the cytosolic chaperonin complex required for folding of actin subunits (58). Importantly, the aggregating proteins in the mcm3 s2-U deficient strain are not enriched on their mRNA levels for mcm3 s2-U dependent codons (22), stressing that aggregation might be induced by translational slow down and ribosomal stalling and subsequently involves folding defects in proteins not directly affected by the translational defect. Global protein aggregation could be triggered by destabilizing effects of initial aggregates on protein complexes (22) or by affecting the efficiency or availability of chaperones for folding of proteins other than those being synthesized slowly. In both situations, the global protein aggregation would be initiated by slow translation but would not necessarily be linked to the identity of codon(s) inducing the slow-down. Thus, ribosomal slow down at any codon could in theory induce such effect and possibly explain why defects of distinct tRNAs induce a common phenotype, as observed in this study. Because Deg1 can also modify uridines in mRNA (59), loss of this function could in principle also contribute to double mutant phenotypes. However, with efficient posttranscriptional suppression by multi copy tRNA and without a known mRNA modification role of the Urm1/Elongator pathways synthetic phenotypes are likely induced mainly due to loss of tRNA function.

Since the mcm3 s2-U defective elp3 urnl mutant used in this study also forms elongated multi-budded cells (19) (Figure 4A), aggregation of proteins important for cytoskeleton organization could represent a common basis of the cellular defects that we observe in here. Possibly, tRNA modification mutant cultures experience cumulative protein damage, resulting in the onset of morphological alteration when a certain threshold is reached, explaining why genetically identical mutant cells exist as a mixture of phenotypically normal and highly aberrant cell types. In support of this assumption, we showed for the elp3 degl mutant in a replicative ageing experiment that the majority of mother cells do form aberrant and clustered cell types after a comparatively low number of normal cell divisions. Further, the combination of elp3/urnl mutations with defects in tcdl or degl strongly aggravated the formation of protein aggregates and ectopic expression of aggregating Htt103-RFP, but not the non-aggregating Htt25Q-RFP induced cytokinesis- and nuclear segregation defects highly similar to those observed with our various tRNA modification mutants. Thus, the induction of shared pleiotropic and severe phenotypes under conditions where distinct tRNAs become compromised due to the loss of modifications in their anticodon stem loops is highly likely correlated with a common induction of protein aggregation.
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